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The avo-dimensional thermal convection of a viscous fluid in a rectangular 
region is analyzed using the Boussinesq theory, and the RayIeigh boundary 
conditions. The existence of a unique convention state bifurcating from each 
eigenvalue of the linearized theory is established by using the Morse lemma. 
This establishes the validity of the formal perturbation method for determining 
the convection states. The effects of imperfections on the transition from the 
conduction to the convection states are studied. A theorem of Thorn is used to 
justify a previous asymptotic expansion method near the critical Rayleigh 
number. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When a viscous fluid is heated Iocally, the fluid near the source of heat 
expands and tends to rise. The heated and rising fluid replaces colder fluid, 
which tends to fall. This resulting motion is called thermal convection. 
Thermal convection is a basic phenomena in many, diverse, physical problems. 
For example, it is believed to be one of the principal mechanisms for transporting 
energy from the interior to the surface of the sun. The formation of clouds, and 
other atmospheric phenomena, and the fluid mixing in the ocean are substantially 
affected by thermal convection. Many chemical processes rely on thermal 
convection for their efficiency. 
In typical laboratory experiments on thermal convection, the fluid fills a rigid 
container with two horizontal, parallel faces. The lower face is heated and the 
upper face is cooled. The vertical side walls are usually insulated thermally. The 
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Rayleigh number X, which is proportional to the applied temperature difference 
between the upper and lower faces, is a basic parameter of thermal convection. 
The Boussinesq theory (see, e.g., [l]) is used to describe mathematically the 
thermal convection of a viscous fluid. For steady motions, it gives a boundary 
value problem for an elliptic system of partial differential equations. The 
conduction state, in which the fluid transmits heat from the lower to the upper 
face of the container by molecular conduction only, is a solution of this problem 
for all values of A. The conduction state is stable for X < he , and it is unstable 
for h > h, . The quantity XC is called the critical Rayleigh number. Formal 
perturbation expansions, and numerical computations (see, e.g., [l, 21) show 
that a convection state, in which the fluid transmits heat by motion as well as 
conduction, bifurcates from h = XC . This convection state is usually a two- 
dimensional, steady motion. In addition, there is an infinite sequence of values 
h at which other convection states bifurcate from the conduction state. These 
values of h, and he , are bifurcation points of the conduction state. They are 
characterized as the eigenvalues of the Boussinesq theory linearized about the 
conduction state. The critical Rayleigh number is the minimum of these eigen- 
values. 
In this paper, we study the two-dimensional convection of a viscous fluid 
in a rectangular region. We establish the existence of a unique convection state 
bifurcating from each simple eigenvalue of the linearized theory. The Morse 
lemma, as presented by Nirenberg [3], and estimates derived in [4] for elliptic 
systems of partial differential equations are employed in the analysis. This 
justifies the formal perturbation method used in [2]. In previous mathematical 
studies of convection (see, e.g., [5, 61) and re elences given in these papers, f . 
similar results have been obtained using different methods, for convection in the 
layer between two, infinite, and parallel faces. Horizontally periodic solutions 
were considered. The presence of the side walls and the resulting corners in the 
domain present the principal additional difficulty in our analysis. 
The Boussinesq theory predicts a sharp transition from the conduction state 
to the the two-dimensional convection state at the critical Rayleigh number. 
However, experiments [7] show that this transition is smooth. In [2] it was 
shown, by a formal asymptotic expansion method, that small imperfections or 
impurities, that are always present in experiments, are sufficient to qualitatively 
explain the smooth transitions. In Section 5 of this paper we partially justify the 
results of [2] near the critical Rayleigh number. A theorem of Thorn, as presented 
in [Xl, is used in the analysis. 
2. FORMULATION 
We consider the two-dimensional, steady, convection of a viscous fluid in a 
rectangular box. In dimensionless variables, the box is the region 0 < x & ~2, 
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0 < u” < r, where 2 is the aspect ratio of the rectangle. The side walls of the 
box .Y = 0, A are thermally insulated. The lower surface of the box z = 0, is 
maintained at a uniform temperature T- , and the upper surface x = n at the 
temperature Tf + W*(X). Here T+ is a constant, and W*(s) represents flue- 
tuations due to thermal noise. The parameter 6 is the small amplitude of the 
noise and F*(X) is its distribution. Thus the quantity SF*(x) represents an 
“imperfection.” 
The boundary value problem we shall consider is to solve the partial differential 
equations, 
LPI,% - AT, + [#, A#] = 0, 
subject to the boundary conditions, 
d T - ix f 44 Tl = 0, (2.la) 
$ = Am = 0, on the boundary of the rectangle, (2.lb) 
T,(O, x) = T,(cd, z) = T(x, 0) = 0, T(x, rr) = W(x). (2. lc) 
In (2.1), the dependent variables are the dimensionless stream function z,!J(x, z), 
and the “excess” dimensionless temperature T(x, z). The horizontal and vertical 
velocity components are proportional to the ,a and x derivatives of #, respectively. 
The variable T is proportional to the difference between the actual temperature 
and the temperature of the conduction state of the fluid. Furthermore, the 
following notation has been employed in (2.1): d is the two-dimensiona: 
Laplacian; the parameter A, which is called the Rayleigh number, is proportional 
to T- - T+; the parameter G, which is the Prandti number of the fluid, is equal 
to the ratio of the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity of the fluid; and the 
nonlinear operator [u, V] is defined for any two differentiable functions u and 2: by 
[u, v] = Zl,V, - UZVE . (2.2) 
Conditions (2.lb) are called the Rayleigh, or free, boundary conditions. 
The subscript 11 denotes the derivative in the direction of the outward normal 
to the boundary. The conditions (2.lb) inaccurately approximate the boundaries 
of the rigid containers that are employed in laboratory experiments. But, they 
may satisfactorily model the boundary conditions of many natural phenomena. 
The Dirichlet conditions, $ = +,, = 0, correspond to a rigid boundary. 
We assume that F(x), which is a scaled thermal noise distribution proportional 
to F*(x), satisfies the compatibility conditions, 
F’(O) = F’(nZ) = 0. (2.3) 
For the analysis to follow, it is convenient to define a reduced temperature, 
0(x, x), by 
0 = T - GF(x)x. 
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Then the boundary value problem (2.1) becomes 
ay - X/3$ + [#, A#] - XGF’(x)z = 0, 
-$& + de + o[#, 0 + W(m)x] + GF”(x)a = 0, (2.4) 
w+, 0) = 0, on the boundary, 
where we have used the notation B(#J, 8) = 0 for the homogeneous boundary 
conditions, 
# = bm = 0, on the boundary, 
f9,(0, z) = B&d, z) = 0(x, 0) = 0(x, 77) = 0. 
(2.5) 
We refer to problem (2.4) with 8 = 0 as the bifurcation problem, and (2.4) 
with 6 + 0 as the perturbed problem. 
The bifurcation problem (8 = 0) has the solution 
*zB~o (2.6) 
for all values of A. It corresponds to the conduction state of the fluid. Linearizing 
(2.4) about (2.6) with 6 = 0, we obtain 
L,x = 0, B(x) = 0, on the boundary, (2.7) 
where x = (S/J, 0) is a two-dimensional vector and L,i is the linearized matrix 
operator that is defined by 
L, sz (“Q. -p,. (2.8) 5 
The eigenvalues h = Amn of (2.7), are given for m, n = 1,2 ,... by 
Lz = (n$)” Ok , where Q,, = [(m/O2 + n”]/(nz/Q (2.9) 
Then the eigenvector corresponding to a simple eigenvalue A,, is proportional to 
where +7r,n and q?mn are defined by 
qSrnn 3 sin(nzx/Z) sin nx, rJflzn = cos(mx/Z) sin nx. 
The operator L, is not self-adjoint. The vector 
(2. lob) 
(2.11) 
spans the kernel of the adjoint Ll,, . 
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We will restrict our investigation to simple eigenvalues A,, , or equivalently 
L, has a one-dimensional kernel. Then, Ll also has a one-dimensional kernel. 
Fi;;“ally, we observe that the minimum of t<i eigenvalues (2.9) over a!L positive 
integers m and n is the critical Rayleigh number X,(Z j. 
Relabeling X as A,,,, + A, (2.4) can be written, for all 6, in the compact form, 
Lx + G(x, A, 6) = 0, (2.12) 
where L = L,, mx ’ x satisfies the boundary conditions in (2.4) and the vector G 
is defined by 
G = (:j = 
,--x0, - &, + A) SF’(x1) + [lb, LIZ/q 
(, 
SF”(x)x + o[t), B 1 SF(x)x-j ) , . (2.13) 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
Let Q be the open strip, 52 = {(x, .a) 1 0 < N < ~-1, 0 < z < ‘ir), and Ck+u 
denote the Holder spaces, i.e., Q+r* = {U E CZZ(a) j 1 u jk+u < cr,>, where the 
norm is defined as 
The Banach spaces X and 1’ are defined by X = {(G, 6, A, 6) E (Y4+u :< 
C1-+a+u x R x R 1 $ and 6 satisfy the boundary conditions in (2.4)) and I7 = 
Cp+ >< C”+u. Then L + G as defined in (2.9) is a smooth map from X into I’. 
Furthermore, we shall use the standard L2 inner products on X, and IT. 
In our analysis we employ two basic properties of the operator L. Proofs of 
their validity are given in the Appendix. They are generalizations to regions with 
corners of previous results by Douglis and Nirenberg [4] for regions with regular 
boundaries. 
REGULARITY THEOREM.. Consider the equation, 
LU = g, (3.2) 
wlaere g is a uector with corrzponents g,(x, z), and g. ( 2 x, z), u is a vector with com- 
ponents u and e, and L is an operator on the Banach space A-. FVe assume that 
g1 and g, have the following properties: g, is an odd function of x nnd z; g, is an 
even function of x”, and odd in Z; g, and g, have tke same even and odd properties 
with respect to the other two boundaries of the rectangle; g is orthogonal to the 
kerrnel of L’; and finally, g is in C I:+u Then (3.2) has a solution u with u in CLi4fl*, . 
and ‘I in C7Z+2+U. 
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Estimates. For every u that is orthogonal to the kernel of L, u and v are 
bounded by 
lul lc+4+u ) I 21 Ikf2fiL d C(l A5 Ilifli + I g2 IY+J> (3.3) 
where g, and g, satisfy the same properties as stated in the Regularity Theorem. 
We now investigate the solutions of (2.12) for A, and 8 small, using the 
Lyapunov-Schmidt procedure. Thus, we decompose X and I’ as X = XI @ Xa 
and Y = Yr 0 Yz with XI = kernel L and Yr = range L, and we denote the 
orthogonal projection from Y onto YI by Q. For x E X we have x = x1 + xz = 
sxa + xa , where x,, is the generator of the kernel of L as defined in (2.10), 
xa E Xa , and s is the amplitude of x1 . By applying Q and I - Q to (2.12) we 
obtain 
Lx, + QG(sx, + x2 , A, 6) = 0, (3.4a) 
(I - Q) G(sx, + x2 , A, 6) = 0. (3.4b) 
Differentiating (3.4a) with respect to xa and noting that G,(O, 0,O) = 0, 
we have by the estimate in (3.3) that the derivative is L, and it is an isomorphism 
from X, onto YI . The Implicit Function Theorem then implies that (3.4a) can 
be solved uniquely for xg = xa(s, A, 6) with x,(0, 0,O) = 0. Since the regularity 
of x2 depends on the regularity of L + QG, we have that xa(s, A, S) is analytic 
since G is analytic. 
Substituting in (3.4b) we have the bifurcation equation, 
(I- Q) G(q, + x&, A, a), 4 6) = 0. 
Since x6 generates the kernel of L’, (3.5) is equivalent to 
(G(sx, + x&v A a>, A, a), x3 = 0, 
where the parentheses denote the inner product. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
4. THE BIFURCATION PROBLEM 
To establish the existence of bifurcation points, and solutions branching from 
these points, we shall apply Theorem 3.2.2 in [3]. For simplicity we denote the 
operator (2.12) on X with 6 = 0 by 
f(x, A) = 0 where x = (4, 8). (4-l) 
The theorem states that if: f,(O, 0) = 0, ker f,(O, 0) is one dimensional and 
spanned by x0 , the range of fJ0, 0) = Yr has codimension 1, fnn(O, 0) E k; , 
and f,,(O, 0) x,, $ ET1 , then (0,O) is a bifurcation point of the solution of (4.1). 
Furthermore, the solutions near (0,O) are two smooth curves, (0, A), and (x(s), 
X(s)), with (x(O), h(0)) = 0, intersecting at (0, 0). 
A BOUNDARY 
Since f(0, A) = 0 and f,(O, 0) = I-3 
By direct computation, we have 
fnx(O7 0) x0 
This implies that the inner product, 
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we need only shovv that fhX(O, 0) x0 # 1; . 
= ((milfmn). (44,2) 
“0 e Y 
79 
=- 
4 
II2 + 0. 
(4.3) 
Therefore f,,(O, 0) x0 is not perpendicular to xh and hence not in Yr . 
The analyticity of f implies that the solutions of the bifurcation problem can be 
represented by 
x = sxo + “a(S), x = h(s), 
where x2(s) and X(s) are analytic in s, and xa(O) = h(0) = 0. This justifies the 
formal perturbation expansion that was used in [2] to obtain representations 
of the convection states bifurcating from A,, . These expansions show that 
d2A/ds2 > 0 at s = 0, so that the bifurcation is supercritical. 
5. THE PERTURBED PROBLEM 
For small 6 + 0, we will obtain a qualitative result based on a Thorn catas- 
trophe (see Theorem 10.1 of [S]) and partially justify the formal asymptotic 
representation near X = 6 = 0, that was obtained in [2]. 
Recall that the bifurcation equation (3.6) is given by 
et k 3 = J”z JW H--h% - (L, -I- 4 GF’(xb + f#, ~~m&m 
0 0 
-I- (SF’@ + o[#, 01 A- oQ!~,F(x)x])(nz,/l) Q" c$ mn mn )} dx dx = 0. (5.1) 
Theorem 10.1 in [S] states that if the bifurcation equation (5.lj satisfies the 
following conditions 
$(s, 0, 0) = as3 + O(s”), where 51 # 0, (5.2) 
(5.3) 
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where u,~ are defined as follows, 
5& 0, 0) = a11 + ales + O(s”), 
bs(s, 0, 0) = a,, + a**s + O(s2), 
then near s = A = S = 0 there exists a smooth change of coordinates s = S(S, A, S), 
A, = &(A, S), and A, = X,(h, S) such that +(s, A, 6) has the canonical form, 
&s, A, ) X2) = s” + i;,s + x1 ) (5.4) 
where in the S, A, , x2 coordinate system, the surface4 = 0 has a cusp singularity. 
The theorem shows that after a transformation higher-order terms can be _ - 
truncated. However, the explicit form of the transformation (s, A, 6) -+ (s, A, 6) 
is not given. 
From an analysis of (5.1), we obtain 
a = _ ~"Q,;,m*rr* 
641 ’ 
- 0, 
rn7r2 
a 11  al* = - , 4 
and a,, = t (-l)“+‘I;;, $ (a, - g o:,), 
where F, = J, F(x) cos 3 x dx. (5.6) 
Therefore the matrix in (5.3) has rank 2 if ua, # 0 or equivalently, 
F 0. m i (5.7) 
By expanding +(s, A, S) in a power series in h and 6, and substituting (5.5) and 
(5.6) into the result, we get 
$(s, A, S) = us3 + $ sh + f (-1)” F, 3 (a, - $ C&) S + . . . . (5.8) 
which, modulo higher-order terms, show that 4 is already in canonical form. 
The surface $(s, A, 6) is a cusp in s, A, 6 space. Furthermore, 4 = 0 is precisely 
the equation for the amplitude of the leading term of the “inner” expansion 
of the asymptotic expansion of the solution of (2.12), that was obtained formally 
in [2]. This partially justifies the asymptotic method. 
APPENDIX 
In order to establish the existence and regularity property of the solutions of 
(3.2), we first show that if g is in Cm then u is in Cm. This is done by expanding 
u and v in a Fourier series satisfying the boundary conditions, i.e., 
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U = F; U,j sin + X sin jz, 
.v = c bij cos -f x sinj.s. 
i,j 
(Al) 
For (i,j) + (m, rz) we solve aij, bij in terms of the Fourier coefficients of g, 
and g, . Since g is orthogonal to the kernel of L’, urn,, and b,, satisfy a linear 
relation. Furthermore, u is in C=, because it can be shown that the series (A.1) 
and their derivatives converge. 
We observe that if g E CL+u then it can be approximated by a sequence g,, E CJL 
such that the g,, converge to g in the Ch’ norm, and they have uniformly bounded 
Ck+u norms. Let u, be the solutions of (3.2) corresponding to the g,, thenu, form 
a Cauchy sequence in C P+d x C”+a with uniformly bounded norms in f?+*+~ x 
CkL2+u. Therefore the u, converge to an element u in Cp+*+ x P+“+w with the 
property that Lu = g, and the regularity property is established. 
Estimate (3.3) is,obtained by suitably extending the solution of (3.2) from the 
rectangle to a larger region having smooth boundary, and then applying Theorem 
4 of [4]. This theorem establishes interior estimates for the solutions of a class 
of uniformly elliptic systems of partial differential equations. 
We extend the domain of definition of L from the rectangle R = [0, ml] x 
[0, VT] to L?, where D = ((x, x) / d’-t 1s ante from (x, Z) to R is less than or equal to 
some small positive number d), in the following way. For small x > 0, Let 
u(--x, Z) = -u(x, zj, v(-X, Z) = V(X, z), ~(~2 + S, S> = --u(d - X, z), 
~V(?Tl + X, a) = v(nE - X, x), and for small .z > 0, let u(x, -a) = --u(N, z), 
V(X, -z) = -v(x, .z), u(x, Tr + a) = -u(x, ?T - z), v(x, rr + zj = -v(x, T - 2)~ 
Since g, and g, are assumed to have similar even and oddness properties (see 
Section 3) the differential equation (3.2) and its solutions can be extended from 
A to D. 
System (3.2) is uniformly elliptic, as is easily verified by analyzing the charac- 
teristic polynomial of L. 
We observe that since g, , g, , U, and v are simply reflected across the boundary 
of R, the norms used in Theorem 4 of [4] are equivalent to the corresponding 
Holder norms restricted to the rectangle R. Also, from Theorem 4 of [4] one has 
the estimates (taking for t any integer > 3, -1 + (J = K and 01 = p) 
Since for g E C?+u(R) and f 1 ker L, we have that the solution (u, v) is in 
P+*+u(R) x Ckf4+p(R). Then using Fourier series, it can be shown that 
lul LZIR) and I 'V IEQ) d C~lg1 ILQ) + / g2 It"(R)). (8.3) 
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And by the reflection of u and z’ across the boundary we have 
IUI p(D) d c I 2‘ ILZ(R) d ccl g1 ILZ(R) + I g2 l&R)) 
< C(l.& ICk:+P(jq + I & lC”+I”(j$ 
(A.41 
where all constants are denoted by C. We obtain a similar expression for V. 
Combining the above we have 
IUI c”+~+qR) and I “LI IC”“fqR) G ccl g1 I@+U(R) + I gz IC~fU(R)) (A-5) 
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